
Big Data: makingBig Data: making
sense of informationsense of information

andand  
analytics in oil and gasanalytics in oil and gas



How did weHow did we
get here?get here?



What can weWhat can we
do now?do now?



What's in ourWhat's in our
future?future?



18,000BC18,000BC



Ishango boneIshango bone





300 BC – 48 AD300 BC – 48 AD



Library of AlexandriaLibrary of Alexandria





16631663



John GrauntJohn Graunt
Natural and Political
Observations Made upon the
Bills of Mortality







18801880





1890 US Census1890 US Census



1890 US Census1890 US Census
Conducted every 10 years



1890 US Census1890 US Census
Conducted every 10 years

Data predicted to take 10 years
to compile



HermanHerman
HollerithHollerith
20 year old engineer



TabulatingTabulating
machinemachine



TabulatingTabulating
machinemachine

Used "punched cards"



TabulatingTabulating
machinemachine

Used "punched cards"

Reduced 10 years work down
to just 3 months





TabulatingTabulating
MachineMachine
CompanyCompany



TabulatingTabulating
MachineMachine
CompanyCompany
Later merged with a number of
other companies.
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TabulatingTabulating
MachineMachine
CompanyCompany
Later merged with a number of
other companies.

To form International Business
Machines



19291929



Magnetic drumMagnetic drum
memorymemory

Used a ferromagnetic recording material

Could store 62.5 KB

Invented by Gustav Tauschek in Austria



Working forWorking for
RheinmetallRheinmetall



Working forWorking for
RheinmetallRheinmetall

Never used his invention
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Working forWorking for
RheinmetallRheinmetall

Never used his invention

Worked on punch card
accounting systems

His subsidiary was acquired
and he sold 169 patents





19501950



UNIVAC 1103UNIVAC 1103
Weighed 17.5 tons



19541954





IBM 704IBM 704
The first mass-produced
computer with floating-point
arithmetic hardware.



19621962





The IBM 1311 DiskThe IBM 1311 Disk
Storage DriveStorage Drive

Each disk weighed 4.5kg

Could store 1.5MB



Shoebox MachineShoebox Machine



Dr. E. A. QuadeDr. E. A. Quade





19701970



SemiconductorSemiconductor
memorymemory

Half the space for the same data



Edgar FrankEdgar Frank
"Ted" Codd"Ted" Codd  
An Englishman working in the
US.

"A Relational Model of Data for
Large Shared Data Banks"





RelationalRelational
DatabasesDatabases
Would become incredibly
popular but at the time IBM
refused to use Ted's ideas.



19791979



Larry EllisonLarry Ellison



Oracle v2Oracle v2
First commercially availableFirst commercially available

SQL-based RDBMSSQL-based RDBMS



RelationalRelational
DatabaseDatabase

ManagementManagement
SystemSystem



19801980



Commodore VIC-20 Commodore VIC-20 



1 million sales1 million sales
1MHz CPU

5KB RAM (expandable to 64KB)

20KB ROM



19811981









19841984



Open SystemsOpen Systems
InterconnectionInterconnection

The first standard for an "internet" is
published



Andrew S.Andrew S.
TanenbaumTanenbaum
Criticised the OSI 



InternetInternet
protocol suiteprotocol suite

Known as TCP/IP

Developed at DARPA



19871987





GSM TechnicalGSM Technical
SpecificationSpecification
"standard for digital mobile
telephony, including text
messaging"



19901990



Tim Berners-LeeTim Berners-Lee
Designs a "web browser"

Called "WorldWideWeb"



19941994



Amazon.comAmazon.com
Started as an online
bookstore



$1 trillion $1 trillion 



Amazon Web ServicesAmazon Web Services



Cloud and data processingCloud and data processing



19971997



Larry PageLarry Page



Sergey BrinSergey Brin





PageRankPageRank
Used "back links" between
websites to rank the relevance
of search terms.





20002000



Peter LymanPeter Lyman



Hal VarianHal Varian



“
 How much informationHow much information
was produced in 1999?was produced in 1999?



“  If all printed materialIf all printed material
published in the world each yearpublished in the world each year
were expressed in ASCII, it couldwere expressed in ASCII, it could

be stored in less than 5 terabytes.be stored in less than 5 terabytes.



“  The world's total production ofThe world's total production of
information amounts to aboutinformation amounts to about
250 megabytes for each man,250 megabytes for each man,

woman, and child on earthwoman, and child on earth



285 terabytes/year285 terabytes/year





20042004



Mark ZuckerbergMark Zuckerberg







20082008



Chris AndersonChris Anderson
THE END OF THEORY: THE DATA
DELUGE MAKES THE SCIENTIFIC
METHOD OBSOLETE



“  At the petabyte scale, information is not aAt the petabyte scale, information is not a
matter of simple three- and four-dimensionalmatter of simple three- and four-dimensional

taxonomy and order but of dimensionallytaxonomy and order but of dimensionally
agnostic statistics.agnostic statistics.



“  faced with massive data, this approach tofaced with massive data, this approach to
science — hypothesize, model, test — isscience — hypothesize, model, test — is

becoming obsolete.becoming obsolete.



20102010



Eric SchmidtEric Schmidt
“  as much data is now being

created every two days, as was
created from the beginning of
human civilization to the year
2003



20142014







20162016



Internet traffic.Internet traffic.



In one year.In one year.



  1,1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,
000,000,000 000 bytesbytes



10^10^21 21 bytesbytes



1 Zettabyte.1 Zettabyte.



We've come a longWe've come a long
way.way.

... but what can we do with all... but what can we do with all
this data?this data?



Store it for analysisStore it for analysis



RememberRemember
RDBMS?RDBMS?
That works fine for a while...
 
But eventually you need a
single big machine...







The answer is to "scale out"The answer is to "scale out"



High-availability of dataHigh-availability of data
Sharding
Replication
Availability zones



Tolerate failuresTolerate failures



Many optionsMany options



Many optionsMany options



Many optionsMany options



What can we do withWhat can we do with
the data?the data?



Machine learning!Machine learning!



TheoryTheory
Given N:

we need a function:

scoring:

estimate risk:





Use data to train aUse data to train a
model.model.



Use the model toUse the model to
estimate somethingestimate something

new with partial data.new with partial data.



Classification.Classification.



Regression.Regression.  
  



Clustering.Clustering.



Classification.Classification.  
Regression.Regression.  
Clustering.Clustering.



Let's get some data!Let's get some data!



Open datasetsOpen datasets



US Pipeline AccidentsUS Pipeline Accidents



Report Number 
Supplemental Number 
Accident Year 
Accident Date/Time 
Operator ID 
Operator Name 
Pipeline/Facility Name 
Pipeline Location 
Pipeline Type 
Liquid Type 
Liquid Subtype 
Liquid Name 
Accident City 
Accident County 
Accident State

Accident Latitude 
Accident Longitude 
Cause Category 
Cause Subcategory 
Unintentional Release (Barrels) 
Intentional Release (Barrels) 
Liquid Recovery (Barrels) 
Net Loss (Barrels) 
Liquid Ignition 
Liquid Explosion 
Pipeline Shutdown 
Shutdown Date/Time 
Restart Date/Time

 

Public Fatalities 
All Fatalities 
Property Damage Costs 
Lost Commodity Costs 
Public/Private Property Damage Costs 
Emergency Response Costs 
Environmental Remediation Costs 
Other Costs 
All Costs



Accident
Date/Time

Pipeline Type Liquid Type Accident State Cause
Category

All Costs



I know where andI know where and
when I have a pipelinewhen I have a pipeline

accident.accident.



What might the causeWhat might the cause
be?be?



Decision tree learningDecision tree learning







ToolkitToolkit



import numpy as np 
import pandas as pd 
from sklearn import tree 
from sklearn.base import TransformerMixin 
from sklearn.preprocessing import StandardScaler, LabelEncoder 
from sklearn_pandas import DataFrameMapper, CategoricalImputer 
 
df = pd.read_csv("oil-pipelines-database.csv", index_col="Report Number") 
df['Accident Date/Time'] = pd.to_datetime(df['Accident Date/Time']) 
df = df[df["Pipeline Location"] == "ONSHORE"] 
 
 
class DateEncoder(TransformerMixin): 
    def fit(self, X, y=None): 
        return self 
 
    def transform(self, X): 
        dt = X.dt 
        return pd.concat([dt.year, dt.month, dt.day], axis=1) 
 
 
cols = [ 
    ('Accident Date/Time', DateEncoder()),  # 0, 1, 2 
    (['Pipeline Type'], LabelEncoder()),  # 3 
    (['Liquid Type'], LabelEncoder()),  # 4 
    (['Accident State'], LabelEncoder()),  # 5 
    (['Cause Category'], LabelEncoder()),  # 6 
    (['All Costs'], StandardScaler()),  # 7 
] 
 



clf = tree.DecisionTreeClassifier() 
clf.fit(X, y) 
 
 
def predict_cause(day_of_month, month, pipeline_type, liquid, state): 
    value = clf.predict(np.array([ 
        [ 
            month, 
            day_of_month, 
            label_lookup("Pipeline Type")[pipeline_type], 
            label_lookup("Liquid Type")[liquid], 
            label_lookup('Accident State')[state] 
        ]])) 
    return label_lookup("Cause Category", inverse=True)[value[0]] 



predict_cause(15, 5, "UNDERGROUND", "CRUDE OIL", "T



OUT[1]: CORROSION



predict_cause(1, 1, "UNDERGROUND", "CRUDE OIL", "CO



OUT[2]: MATERIAL/WELD/EQUIP FAILURE



I now know what theI now know what the
cause might be.cause might be.



How much might itHow much might it
cost us?cost us?



Support Vector RegressionSupport Vector Regression



X_money = X_cause = tf_arr[:, 1: 7] 
y_money = tf_arr[:, [7]] 
svr_rbf = SVR(kernel='rbf', C=1e3, gamma=0.1) 
y_rbf = svr_rbf.fit(X_money, y_money) 
 
 
def predict_cost(day_of_month, month, pipeline_type, liquid, state, cause): 
    value = y_rbf.predict(np.array([ 
        [ 
            month, 
            day_of_month, 
            label_lookup("Pipeline Type")[pipeline_type], 
            label_lookup("Liquid Type")[liquid], 
            label_lookup("Accident State")[state], 
            label_lookup("Cause Category")[cause], 
        ]])) 
    scale = StandardScaler() 
    xp = scale.fit_transform(df['All Costs'].values.reshape(-1, 1)).flatten() 
    fp = df['All Costs'].values.reshape(-1, 1).flatten() 
    xp.sort() 
    fp.sort() 
    return np.interp(value[0], xp, fp)



In[1]: predict(15, 5, "UNDERGROUND", "CRUDE OIL", "TX") 
 
Out[1]: "An UNDERGROUND CRUDE OIL pipeline accident in TX on day 15 of mont
        was probably caused by CORROSION and will cost $309,853" 



In[2]: predict(1, 1, "UNDERGROUND", "CRUDE OIL", "CO") 
 
Out[2]: "An UNDERGROUND CRUDE OIL pipeline accident in CO on day 1 of month 1,
        was probably caused by MATERIAL/WELD/EQUIP FAILURE and will cost $2,18





Not really this simpleNot really this simple
��



Time consuming stuff:Time consuming stuff:
Feature selection & extraction
Cross validation
Hyper parameter tuning
Model evaluation





Is this AI?Is this AI?



Deep learningDeep learning
The machine that can teachThe machine that can teach

itself.itself.





What's next?What's next?



Data lakes.Data lakes.



Predictive maintenance.Predictive maintenance.



Anomaly detection.Anomaly detection.



Subsea UK Small Company of theSubsea UK Small Company of the
Year 2018Year 2018





The changes will effectThe changes will effect
young professionalsyoung professionals

most.most.



Young professionalsYoung professionals
have the most to gainhave the most to gain
by understanding theby understanding the

tools. tools. 



What steps can youWhat steps can you
take?take?



1. Look close to home.1. Look close to home.
Go and find out how yourGo and find out how your

organisation is storing andorganisation is storing and
analysing the data it hasanalysing the data it has

available.available.



2. Get some practical2. Get some practical
experience.experience.

Work through onlineWork through online
examples and experimentexamples and experiment

with open data sets.with open data sets.



3. Network and share3. Network and share
your experiences.your experiences.
Attend events and askAttend events and ask

questions, meet with peers toquestions, meet with peers to
compare notes.compare notes.



Thank you forThank you for
listening!listening!



Steven Rossiter
AgileTek Engineering
steve@agiletek.co.uk


